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Specialized Functions: Lifelong Learning Machines (L2M)

Background
Data driven approaches have solved many
problems in robotics. However, they
require a lot of data that, in robotics, is
hard to get. By using all data collected by
a robot to generate a model of its own
dynamics, this self-model can generate
artificial data and allow classical planners
or modern reinforcement learning systems
to accomplish a variety of tasks. Self-
modeling will allow robots to continue to
improve their self-model and adapt to new
tasks through their entire lifetime and truly
become lifelong learning machines.

Overview
To train our self-model we collect action-
state tuples corresponding to some
system’s action and the corresponding
observed state. We then use this to learn
a cause and effect relationship. This
relationship allows the self-model to “look
into the future” and predict what will
happen if actions are taken. This can be
used to plan to accomplish tasks or teach
learning agents how to do tasks purely in
self-simulation.

Results
Using two different classes of systems, robotic
arms and walking robots, we have
successfully trained self-models. Through
using these self-models we were able to
program a greedy planner that was able to
execute pick-and-place tasks as well as
writing tasks. We then used a self-model of a
four legged bullet simulation to train a
reinforcement learner without exposing the RL
agent to any “real” state data. The agent was
able to learn how to walk and then jump
without the need to collect any data more than
was needed to train the self-model. These
results demonstrate that a robot can use a
self-model to accomplish tasks that previously
needed a hand-coded simulator.

Work in Progress
After demonstrating our successes in
simulation we plan to move to real world
four-legged walking robots. We built the
robot on the right and are in the process of
collecting data and working to move our
self-modeling to the real robot.
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